Rubber tyres, whose use on wheeled vehicles is ubiquitous, are typically a complex construction using several components including reinforcing metal and/or textile wires and the rubber itself, which is a composite based on a polymer matrix plus various additives. Perhaps the most important rubber additives are hard filler particles, either carbon black or silica, which are responsible for improving the wear resistance[@b1] and stiffening the rubber[@b2], leading to a longer service life and less energy loss from deformation (which is responsible for the rolling resistance of tyres and thus an increased fuel consumption).

The ability of filler particles to provide mechanical reinforcement was recognised in 1905 by using zinc oxide, but was quickly superseded as an "active" filler by carbon black in 1912 and silica in 1939[@b1]. There are advantages to using silica: for example, the wet skid resistance of silica-filled rubber can be higher than that of carbon black-filled rubber[@b3] and, as carbon black is generally produced from fossil fuels, silica may be regarded as a more environmentally sustainable alternative.

With fillers being a critical component of tyre manufacture, it is important to understand their function and the detailed role they play in tyre performance. Simple explanations for how filler particles function can be made using fluid dynamical arguments[@b4], where a suspension of non-interacting incompressible monodisperse spheres in a liquid will exhibit a greater viscosity than the pure liquid on its own. Although the modified Guth and Gold equations[@b4] provide an improved description of the behaviour of fillers compared to the original Einstein equation[@b5], one of the core assumptions (that the continuous phase is a fluid) is not valid for a crosslinked rubber matrix and so a more accurate description of rubber composite behaviour is required.

Filler particles, when properly incorporated into the matrix, will bond to this crosslinked network and locally immobilise the rubber, increasing the tensile strength. The stronger the rubber-filler interaction, the more pronounced this effect will be ref. [@b6]. However, a balance must be struck, since covalent bonding between the crosslinked rubber matrix and the filler particles can be detrimental in the case of large strain values[@b7]; it is better for the polymer chains to slide along the surface of the filler particles or desorb rather than undergo chain scission and damage the polymer network.

The existence of a volume fraction threshold of the filler for transitions in both mechanical[@b8] and electrical[@b9] (for conducting fillers, like carbon black) behaviour of the composite indicates that there is a critical particle density and hence an inter-particle spacing at which point the filler forms a percolating network. Filler particles do not need to physically touch in order for this transition to occur - a layer of "bound rubber" on the exterior of the particles has been postulated to increase the filler\'s effective radius for the purpose of forming percolating networks through the material[@b10][@b11][@b12]. One key property of rubber-filler composites is that their shear modulus decreases as a function of strain[@b2] - this phenomenon is known as the Payne effect[@b13].

Since the magnitude of the reinforcing and Payne effects is related to the proportion of particles which are close enough for their shells of bound rubber to interact, the distribution of inter-particle spacings should be an accurate descriptor of the filler\'s reinforcement ability. The mechanical properties of rubber composites with varying bulk volume fractions of filler are regularly studied using rheology methods, but there has been little work to date on correlating macroscale physical properties with quantitative information from the nanoscale filler structure.

To that end, we have undertaken electron tomography[@b14] on rubber composite materials with a range of filler volume fractions, using pillar-shaped samples[@b15][@b16] produced using a focussed ion beam instrument (FIB) to minimise resolution loss due to occlusion at high tilt angles. In contrast to most previous electron microscopy of this material type[@b17], we use high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) to provide images with high-contrast[@b18], improved resolution for relatively thick samples[@b19] and, where possible, diffraction contrast (from crystalline silica particles) is minimised[@b14]. For much thicker samples and/or those with species of higher atomic number, bright-field (BF) or annular bright-field (ABF) imaging may yield high quality images[@b20]. However, for beam-sensitive samples, where electron dose is important, detector sensitivity and noise is also a key factor and in our case the dark-field detector was significantly superior.

Pillars were produced with diameters ranging from 100--250 nm. Whilst larger pillars would be advantageous in terms of providing better statistics, the reconstruction quality will inevitably decrease as the sample size increases. Problems with large samples arise not only from image quality in the form of depth of field (the distance along the beam axis from the focal plane for which the sample will be "in focus"), but also from the fact that the overall 3D reconstruction resolution scales with sample size. The resolution can be estimated using the Crowther criterion[@b21] , where *D* is the diameter of the reconstruction volume and *N* is the number of projections taken. In practice, achievable resolution is better than the Crowther criterion would suggest[@b22]: 0.5--1 nm separations between particles can be seen in the reconstructions presented here, which is significantly better than the estimate of ca. 6 nm (150 nm diameter, 77 projections).

Results and Discussion
======================

Reconstruction
--------------

[Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) is an example of the reconstructions obtained and shows the silica component of one pillar along with an example in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) of an individual aggregate, rendered using the UCSF Chimera software[@b23]. While the filler particles in this example appear very polydisperse and unevenly spaced, this may be an artefact of the pillar shape and the relatively small volume available for imaging within any individual pillar. The relatively large size of the silica aggregates compared to the pillar volume will lead to possible measurement errors. Because of this, we will only examine particle spacings, make no attempt to measure particle sizes and will only conduct direct comparisons between volumes of similar shape and size. A volume render of the same pillar prior to classification is shown in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In order to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of the silica volume measurement, we do not rely on a simple thresholding approach but instead classify the reconstruction into 3-level volumes using the Trainable Weka Segmentation[@b24] software (part of the freely available Fiji distribution of ImageJ[@b25]) - see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details. This machine learning approach allows us to identify parts of the volume based on local information and hence should provide a more accurate classification of the volume. A more complete explanation of the procedure, along with the difference between machine-learning methods and a 3-level Otsu thresholding operation[@b26] is shown in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. An animation showing each slice of the reconstructed and the classified pillar is also shown in [Supplementary Video 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

While compressed sensing (CS) and discrete tomographic reconstruction techniques can produce reconstructions which are already classified (a finite, discrete number of grey levels) and which are relatively insensitive to missing wedge artefacts or noise in the images[@b27][@b28][@b29], they are still under considerable development and as such CS algorithms are not implemented in readily available software. Since the objective of this work was in part to develop methods to acquire and routinely process relatively large amounts of data, we decided to use readily available and mature software rather than more developmental code.

Microscopy data
---------------

Once classified, the volume can be segmented and processed to obtain quantitative information. We measure a "cumulative percolation" parameter defined as a function of particle spacing (explained in more detail in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) which factors in both the progress towards forming a continuous network and the proximity of individual particles. Examples of such percolation curves are shown in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). A perfect close packing "crystal" of monodisperse spherical particles would result in a step function for a cumulative percolation; inhomogeneous particle distribution (clustering), polydisperse particle sizes and non-spherical particle shapes act to smooth the transition. It should be noted that if the particles have a fractal nature[@b30], spurious results may occur when a particle is not fully enclosed within the reconstructed volume - the portion which reaches inside may be two (or more) components of a "fork" and present an inter-"particle" separation unrelated to the actual particle spacing.

The curves shown in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) are all of a similar form. Ab initio, there is no analytical function that describes the curves but previous work on similar materials[@b31][@b32] has used a log-normal distribution to describe inter-particle spacings - applying this to our data, we find that the cumulative form of this distribution fits our percolation curves well. Because the individual percolation curves are noisy, extracting information from them directly will introduce error. To work around this, we fit a cumulative log-normal distribution to each percolation curve and then define a characteristic spacing, *λ*, as the median value of the fitted cumulative log-normal distribution (ie. where the cumulative distribution is equal to 0.5) - since fitting a curve uses the entire data set as opposed to interpolating from a few points around the middle, this should provide for a more accurate description of the median inter-particle spacing. In [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), the curves in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) have been normalised by the characteristic spacing *λ*. The similarity between the curves in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) provides confidence in the ensemble of data, even though individual measurements may have error, and evidence that a simple scaling relationship may exist between the volume fraction and particle spacing. At high values of particle spacing, there is a greater spread across the curves, with low volume fraction data giving rise to relatively low values of the cumulative percolation, and high volume fraction data, higher values.

Simulation data
---------------

The variation in the characteristic spacing, *λ*, can then be examined as a function of filler volume fraction, as shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Each experimental point corresponds to a single reconstructed pillar sample and the volume fraction to the measured value in the reconstructed volume. To interpret this curve, we have fitted the data to a simple function derived by Ambrosetti et al through the distribution of non-interacing prolate spheroids[@b33]. Ambrosetti and co-workers showed that to a good approximation a critical cutoff distance, *δ*, analogous to our characteristic spacing, *λ* can be related to the volume fraction *ϕ* by where *a* and *b* are the major and minor radii of the prolate spheroid. A best-fit curve to the data, shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, was found with *A* = 2.75 ± 0.19 (error is the asymptotic standard error in a non-linear least squares fit). The raw data (volume fraction, *μ*, *σ*, fitting errors, where *e^μ^* = *λ*) for each pillar is shown in [Supplementary Table 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Further to this, we simulated the formation of rubber-silica composites at silica volume fractions of 14%, 16%, 18%, 20% and 22% with 10 simulations made for each volume fraction. Simulations were conducted in a cubic cell under three conditions - non-interacting, repulsive and attractive particles. To provide a direct comparison with experimental data, cylindrical volumes (150 nm in diameter) were extracted from the cubic cell and processed in the same way as the experimental data, obtaining cumulative percolation curves (examples from each simulation type are shown in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and characteristic spacings, which are plotted as a function of measured volume fraction alongside the experimental data in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

All three simulations can be fitted with curves of the same form as [equation 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The best fit to non-interacting particles is found with *A* = 1.49 ± 0.04, repulsive particles with *A* = 5.69 ± 0.07 and attractive particles with *A* = 2.74 ± 0.08. As with the experimental data, errors are the asymptotic standard error from a non-linear least squares fit. Because the particles do not deform during simulation, the major and minor radii *a* and *b* in the original definition of should be seen as effective sizes which also contain information about inter-aggregate interactions. Additionally, the constrained anisotropic nature of the sample volume means that any lengths extracted will not necessarily be representative of a "real" sample. However, the fitting constant *A* is still useful when comparing the three simulation types with experimental data. The attractive inter-aggregate potential provides an extremely close match to the experimental data - both visually, when overlaying the data points and numerically, when comparing the fitting constants. The choice of potentials was purely empirical - prior to conducting these experiments, we had no evidence for or against the different types of inter-particle potential. So far, we see that the attractive potential is the best match for our system, but further work is required to determine whether an attractive inter-particle potential is universally applicable for all rubber-filler composite systems or only for the specific silica-SBR composite investigated here.

It should be noted that the range of calculated volume fractions from the experimental data (6%--32%) is smaller than the range of simulated volume fractions. This is due to a difference in the initial conditions of the experimental and the simulated data. For the simulations, the material starts as a completely random distribution of particles which is then allowed to evolve under a given potential. Manufacturing the rubber composite, on the other hand, is done by adding silica powder to rubber (the initial state is therefore completely phase-separated) and then mixing repeatedly. The high viscosity of rubber makes it impractical to obtain a completely even distribution of silica particles purely by mixing - either the mixing time would be extremely long, or the polymer matrix would be damaged by a more vigorous mixing. Additionally, the viscosity of the rubber acts to screen any effective potential between the particles, meaning that any silica further than approximately 50 nm apart essentially will not interact and therefore nanoscale inhomogeneities on the scale of our pillar samples will remain. The range of simulated volume fractions could have been increased, but the resulting initial conditions will not be representative of the bulk or mesoscale sample (on this scale, the silica volume fraction matches the bulk volume fraction) and as such we chose to limit our simulation range to bulk volume fractions representative of the manufactured rubber composite.

Mechanical data
---------------

Having obtained a relationship between volume fraction and median inter-particle spacing, we can combine this data with a conventional mechanical analysis to obtain a direct link between the mechanical properties of a rubber composite and the inter-particle spacing. [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the magnitude of the shear modulus, *G*\*, plotted as a function of shear strain for different volume fractions of the elastomer/silica system used in this work. The trend of increasing shear modulus with filler volume fraction, along with decreasing shear modulus with strain magnitude is standard behaviour for this class of material.

[Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows how the magnitude of the Payne effect in our three samples, defined here as , where is the maximum value of *G*\* (located at minimum strain) and is the minimum value of *G*\* (located at maximum strain), varies with respect to both the bulk volume fraction ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) and the median inter-particle spacing ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) as determined from [Equation 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} with *A* = 2.75. Previous work[@b34] has observed a power law relationship between mechanical reinforcement (proportional to the Payne effect, which is a reduction in reinforcement behaviour) and volume fraction, so we assume a similar form and find that , or , which are comparable to the values obtained by Baeza et al[@b34].

It should be noted that although power law relationships can be obtained between the absolute value of *G*\* at one strain value and *ϕ* or *λ*, the exponent will vary depending on which strain value is taken. If we take the 0.1% strain point, we obtain *G*\* ∝ *ϕ*^3.4±0.7^, a similar value to the zero shear rate relationship of *G* ∝ *ϕ*^3.5^ predicted by Cassagnau on silica-filled polymer melts[@b35]. In this work, we have used electron tomography with an alternative image analysis technique to provide a direct link between inter-particle spacing in a rubber-filler composite and the mechanical properties of said composite. We have also used these spacing measurements to show that an attractive inter-particle force is the most accurate model when simulating the formation of this type (Silica-SBR) of rubber-filler composite. These results enable rubber manufacturers to design new materials with an improved prior estimation of the material\'s properties, potentially leading to faster development cycles or a more accurately tailored material.

Methods
=======

Materials
---------

Silica-SBR nanocomposites are formulated by stepwise introduction and mixing of SBR (M~w~ = 140 kg mol^−1^, PI = 1.07, density = 0.94 g cm^−3^, statistical copolymer with 26% wt styrene and 74% wt butadiene units (41% of which are 1--2 and 59% are 1--4) chains with silica pellets (Zeosil 1165 MP from Solvay) in an internal mixer (ThermoHaake). Particular care was taken to avoid any trace of carbon black or ZnO nanoparticles. The mixing chamber is preheated and the rotor speed is adjusted during the process to between 95 and 105 RPM as a function of nanocomposite composition in order to obtain the same final mixing temperature of 165 ± 5°C. The polymer is introduced first, in the form of centimetric lamellae. After about 1 min, the mixture of silica pellets, DiPhenylGuanidine (Vulcacit from Bayer, 1.5% wt with respect to polymer), the liquid mixture of coupling and coating agent (OCTEO from Dynasylan, 8% wt with respect to silica, bis-TriEthoxySilylPropylTetrasulfide from Evonik, 4% wt with respect to silica) and oil (30% wt with respect to polymer) are incorporated via the same piston. The process is finished after typically 5 min. The hot sample is then rapidly cooled by lamination 4 times and homogenized 12 times after introduction of a crosslinking agent (DiCumylPeroxide 2% wt with respect to polymer) in the 1 mm gap of a two roll mill. The materials are molded in 1 mm thick sheets and cured at 160°C for 20 minutes to obtain the final crosslinked materials. 3 materials were produced with target silica volume fractions of 15%, 20% and 25%. The silica volume fractions in the nanocomposites were confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (Mettler Toledo) using a first ramp at 50 K min^−1^ from 25 to 550°C under nitrogen, followed by a second ramp at 10 K min^−1^ from 550 to 750°C under air. Using a density of silica of 2.06 g cm^−3^, the macroscopic volume fraction obtained for the 15%, 20% and 25 samples is respectively equal to 13.8%, 18.6% and 23.8%

Pillar preparation
------------------

3 × 3 × 1 mm sections of rubber composite material were cut with a scalpel and attached to an SEM stub using conductive carbon cement with the cut 3 × 3 mm side facing upwards. After allowing the carbon cement to dry in atmosphere for 1 day, the samples were then coated with gold using an Emitech K550 sputter coater for 5 minutes at 20 mA. 15 × 10 × 2 *μ*m lamellae were milled from the samples using an FEI Helios Nanolab dual-beam FIB-SEM instrument using the supplied AutoTEM software. Each lamella was cut out and platinum-welded to the tip of the central finger on an Omniprobe TEM grid, then thinned into a single 2 *μ*m long × 100 nm diameter cylindrical pillar pointing along the axis of the Omniprobe grid finger.

Electron microscopy and 3D volume reconstruction
------------------------------------------------

Fabricated pillars on Omniprobe grids were loaded on to a Fischione 2020 high-tilt TEM holder and placed in an FEI Tecnai F20ST the day before imaging was to take place. The microscope was pumped down to operating vacuum and left overnight (15 h) to remove volatile components from the pillar. The pillar was tilted about its long axis and images taken from −76° to +76° of tilt at 2° increments using the FEI Explore3D software to form a complete tilt series. Images were taken in HAADF-STEM mode (detector acceptance angle: 23.7--118 mrad) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV, a resolution of 1024 × 1024 and a pixel size of 0.56 nm, imaging an area 573 × 573 nm in size. Complete tilt series were aligned by a cross-correlation method and reconstructed into a 3D volume with 20 iterations of the SIRT algorithm[@b36], using the FEI Inspect3D software for both procedures.

Image processing
----------------

Reconstructions were classified into 3-level volumes of vacuum, rubber and silica using the Trainable Weka Segmentation software, a component of the Fiji distribution of ImageJ. A subset consisting of every 15^th^ slice along the pillar long axis was taken and Trainable Weka Segmentation trained on this subset using the Gaussian Blur, Difference of Gaussians, Sobel filter, Laplacian filter, Derivatives, Gabor filter, Structure Tensor, Membrane Projections, Hessian Matrix, Variance, Anisotropic Diffusion, Bilateral filter, Kuwahara filter, Entropy and Neighbours training features. The settings were left on their default values (membrane thickness: 1, membrane patch size: 19, minimum sigma: 1.0, maximum sigma: 16.0, classifier: fast random forest of 200 trees with 2 features per tree) Once training was complete, the classifier was applied to the complete image stack. 3-level volumes produced by Trainable Weka Segmentation were then processed using a custom-written C++ program, which segments the volume into separate objects according to adjacency in a 3 × 3 cube centred on each voxel, each object corresponding to one filler "particle".

Because the classification procedure is not perfect, it produces a large number of very small "objects" with sizes from one voxel upwards. Before any further processing is carried out, anything containing less than 300 voxels (corresponding to an equivalent spherical diameter of 4.6 nm) is removed from the volume - no particle was observed to be smaller than this in microscopy or simulations. The remaining objects are then dilated by 1 voxel each in the x, y and z directions and this process repeated until only one object remains. The final data is presented as 1-(current object count/original object count) against the particle spacing (defined as 2 × number of dilation steps × voxel size) to track the progress towards forming a complete network of filler particles. All curve fitting was carried out using a non-linear least squares algorithm implemented in the gnuplot software.

Simulations
-----------

Zeosil 1165MP precipitated silica is composed of aggregates of primary particles, reinforced by an external layer of silica. The virtual reconstructed aggregates are modelled as aggregates of interpenetrated spherical particles. To generate representative 3D dispersion of silica, a library of aggregates was generated by using a Reverse Monte Carlo technique matching TEM microscopy images (Philips CM200, 200 kV, Bright Field, 1 nm pixel^−1^) of a large number of silica aggregates. The sample was prepared by adding 6 mg of powder to 40 mL of water followed by using a sonification probe (600 W for 10 minutes in a pulse mode 1 s/1 s) to break the silica pellets into single aggregates. Then a 10 *μ*l solution of this material was placed on a microscopy grid with formvar/carbon membrane made hydrophilic by a glow discharge before deposition. The radius of primary particles follows a log-normal distribution with *μ* = 2.12 and *σ* = 0.3 (median = 8.3 nm, standard deviation = 2.7 nm). Arbitrary minimal and maximal radius cutoff values of 5 and 15 nm respectively are introduced to avoid unrealistic reconstruction of aggregates with either a large number of small particles or single particles with large diameters.

Around 8500 aggregates were reconstructed using a Diffusion Limited Aggregation algorithm matching the distribution of TEM aggregate projected surface with around 190000 primary particles. The mean aggregation number is thus equal to 22 and the maximum number of particles per aggregate has been set equal to 200.

A random dispersion of the 8500 aggregates was obtained at a desired volume fraction by sequentially selecting random aggregates in the library, randomly selecting a position of the center of mass in the cubic cell (size ranges from 1340 to 1560 nm, depending on the desired volume fraction) and an orientation with an acceptance criterion of non-overlapping particles with the former accepted aggregates. In the present case, the algorithm fails for a volume fraction of 24% with a threshold of 10^6^ trials. The random dispersion of rigid aggregates is equilibrated using a Mesoscale Dynamics for non-Brownian suspensions in-house code at constant volume using a potential of mean force between the individual particles. Two limiting potentials were investigated, an attractive potential (, the first part represents hard-core repulsion and prevents interpenetration) that generates for the considered volume fraction a percolated network and a purely repulsive potential () that maximizes the inter-aggregate distances, where *U* is the potential energy in Joules and *h* is the surface-surface distance in nm. Copies of the cubic volumes are also taken as-is to investigate the effect of a purely random aggregate distribution.

Mechanical characterisation
---------------------------

The crosslinked Silica-SBR nanocomposites were characterized using Dynamical Mechanical Analysis in a simple shear mode at 60°C and 10 Hz on a METRAVIB RDS VA4000 Visco Analyser. A first strain sweep from 0.1% to 100% peak-to-peak amplitude was imposed to the virgin sample and a second strain sweep from 100% to 0.1% peak-to-peak amplitude was sequentially recorded. The stress-strain raw data were analyzed using the standard METRAVIB DYNATEST procedure to extract the elastic (*G*′) and loss (*G*″) moduli of the materials. We define the Payne effect amplitude by the difference in shear modulus between the low and high strain amplitude *G*\*(0.1%)--*G*\*(100%) after an initial 100% strain accommodation thus from the second strain sweep. It is also associated with a maximum in the loss modulus and could be characterized by the amplitude at the maximum of the loss angle (). The first strain sweep at increasing amplitude has not been used in the present analysis combining Payne effect and material damage known as the Mullins effect.
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![(a) a surface render of the silica in one reconstructed pillar. This portion of the pillar contains 16.2% silica by volume, is 369 nm long and has a diameter increasing smoothly from 165 to 185 nm. Scale bar: 100 nm. (b) A magnified view of a single "aggregate", highlighted in blue in (a). Scale bar: 20 nm. (c) a single silica aggregate before mixing imaged using bright-field TEM. Scale bar: 100 nm.](srep07389-f1){#f1}

![(a) Cumulative percolation curves for all samples (legend indicates the volume fraction of silica measured in each individual pillar) and (b) the same curves, scaled horizontally such that the median of fitted cumulative log-normal distributions coincide.](srep07389-f2){#f2}

![A comparison between experimental results (large squares) and rubber composite simulated under attractive, repulsive and random filler distribution conditions.\
Continuous lines are fits to an equation of the form , where *ϕ* is the volume fraction and *A* is a free parameter. Error bars on the microscopy data are fitting errors when applying the cumulative log-normal distribution to each percolation curve.](srep07389-f3){#f3}

![Shear modulus *G*\* versus shear strain curves for 15%, 20% and 25% volume fraction silica samples.](srep07389-f4){#f4}

![Scaling law relating the magnitude of the Payne effect with (a) the bulk filler volume fraction and (b) the median inter-particle spacing as measured by electron tomography.](srep07389-f5){#f5}
